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What is “income splitting”? Can I split income with a family 
member? 
L. David Fox, Partner 

Generally, Canada’s income tax system requires each individual taxpayer to report and 
pay income tax on all of the income which they earn. 

Income splitting refers to the situation in which, in one form or another, Individual A 
transfers income earning property (such as shares which pay dividends), or other income 
which the individual earned, to another individual (Individual B), such that the amount of 
income which Individual A must include in his/her income tax return and which will be 
subject to income tax is reduced. Meanwhile, Individual B includes the amount of income 
transferred by Individual A in his/her income tax return and is subject to income tax on 
that amount. The benefit of such income splitting occurs where Individual B pays income 
tax at a lower rate (under Canada’s graduated income tax system) than Individual A. In an 
income splitting scenario, ideally, the total income tax paid by Individuals A and B is less 
that the income tax that Individual A would have otherwise paid had Individual A included 
all of the income earned in his/her income tax return and paid tax on that amount. 

Although there are a host of provisions in the Income Tax Act (Canada) (the “ITA”), the 
impact of which is to deny income splitting arrangements or transactions put in place to 
achieve income splitting, in certain limited circumstances, income splitting is permitted. 

The relatively recently enacted “family tax cut” is one example. Commencing in 2014, 
the “family tax cut” allows families with children under eighteen years of age to split a 
household income of up to $50,000, subject to a cap of $2,000 in tax savings. In order to 
benefit from the “family tax cut,” a family must have children less than eighteen years of 
age and the spouses must be in different tax brackets. 

Another example of income splitting involves an individual (“Sally”) lending money to a 
non-arm’s length person (i.e., “Peter,” Sally’s husband) which loan is subject to a 
minimum rate of interest prescribed by the government (the prescribed rate of interest 
on low-interest loans for the third quarter of 2015 is 1%). Sally is subject to income tax at 
a higher rate than Peter. Peter uses the loan proceeds to make investments. Peter must 
pay to Sally the required interest on the loan balance at the prescribed rate within 30 
days after the end of each taxation year, which interest must be included in Sally’s 
income and subject to income tax. Peter will be required to include any income earned on 
the investments in his income and will pay tax on such income, net of the interest paid to 
Sally. However, assuming that the rate of return on the investments made by Peter 
exceeds the interest rate which he is required to pay Sally, income splitting will have 
been achieved. Had Sally invested the funds which she loaned to Peter herself, she would 
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have been required to pay more tax on the income earned on such investments than 
Peter. 

Further, in certain circumstances, the ITA also allows for income splitting with respect to 
pension income. Pursuant to the ITA, any Canadian resident who receives income which 
qualifies for the pension income tax credit can allocate to their Canadian resident spouse 
(or common-law partner) up to 50% of that income. The income so allocated by the 
transferor spouse (“Michael”) is included in the income of the recipient spouse (“Rachel”) 
and subject to income tax. Michael claims a deduction in an amount equal to the pension 
income so allocated. Both Michael and Rachel must agree to the allocation in their income 
tax returns. Additional rules must be followed to split pension income, so professional tax 
advice should be sought in such circumstances. 

Another method through which income splitting may be achieved is through the payment 
of discretionary dividends. For example, it is not uncommon for the shares of family-
owned corporations to be held by spouses (such spouses being “Shawn” and “Heather”). 
Where the articles of incorporation of the relevant corporation provide for the payment of 
discretionary dividends on different classes of shares (i.e., dividends may be paid on one 
class of shares without dividends also being paid on another class of shares) and Shawn 
holds one class of shares while Heather holds a different class of shares (each of Shawn 
and Heather having purchased their shares with their own funds), dividends may be paid 
to the spouse paying tax at a lower rate, without dividends being paid to the other spouse 
who pays tax at a higher rate. While the courts have previously ruled that this structure is 
not prohibited by the ITA, taxpayers contemplating such structures and income splitting 
would be well advised to seek professional tax advice prior to undertaking such 
transactions. 

Another example of a structure which permits income splitting is an “estate freeze,” 
though income splitting is normally not the primary motivation for implementing such a 
transaction. In a standard estate freeze, a shareholder (“Alex”) “freezes” the shares 
which he owns in a corporation at an amount equal to their fair market value on the date 
of the estate freeze. Generally, though not always, a newly established family trust of 
which Alex’s children are beneficiaries subscribes for a different class of shares of the 
corporation. The corporation can now pay dividends on the shares held by the trust and 
not on the “freeze shares” held by Alex. The trust can then allocate the dividend income 
to the beneficiaries of the trust, who may pay income tax at a rate lower than that of the 
shareholder. Subject to the application of certain tax rules, tax savings may thereby be 
achieved. However, in an estate freeze transaction, the motivation is generally for a 
parent to pass the future growth in value of the corporation onto the next generation and 
not income splitting. 

In addition, tax planning may be undertaken to create opportunities for income splitting. 
However, such transactions are frequently audited by the CRA and may be subject to the 
application of the general anti-avoidance rule (pursuant to which the advantages of the 
income splitting transaction may, effectively, be undone). As such, prudence dictates 
obtaining professional advice prior to implementing any tax planning purporting to permit 
income splitting. 
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One reason that such advice is warranted is that the ITA contains a host of rules which 
may cause income splitting transactions to be derailed. For example, the ITA contains 
“attribution rules” the effect of which is, broadly speaking, to attribute income earned by 
one individual back to the individual from which the property generating the income was 
directly or indirectly received. For example, if a Mother transfers shares of a corporation 
which she owns and which generate dividend income to her minor children, the Mother 
will be liable for tax (at the top marginal rate owing to another rule--the “kiddie tax”) on 
any income generated by the shares. Similarly, though a Husband may elect to transfer 
certain types of property to his spouse (or common-law partner) on a tax-deferred basis 
(i.e., income tax will not be paid on the disposition of the property), the Husband will 
remain liable for income tax on the income earned by the spouse (or common-law 
partner) from the property so transferred. 

In summary, opportunities for income splitting do exist. However, owing to the 
complexity of the ITA and the number of tax rules which may defeat income splitting 
planning, in any circumstance in which an individual wishes to engage in income splitting, 
professional tax advice must be sought. 

L. David Fox is a Partner in the Corporate and Personal Income Tax Planning group at 
Cummings Cooper Schusheim Berliner LLP. David specializes in advising private and 
owner-managed companies, family businesses, entrepreneurs and high net worth 
individuals on tax, estate and business succession planning matters, as well as 
representing entities of all sizes with respect to tax disputes (e.g., audits, objections, 
appeals, voluntary disclosures). He can be reached at dfox@ccsb-law.com, or at 416 733 
5264. 


